
Day Two 
Hateful Hacking 
Part 1: Tricky phrases and words 

 Read these phrases and words out loud to your partner. 

He has been convicted of hacking before 

in countries where Christianity was the main religion 

Jewish people faced prejudice and violence 

Jewish Americans make up about 2 percent 

Nearly 2,000 anti-Jewish acts 

Auernheimer OW | urn | hy | mur  

supremacist suh | PREM | uh | sist 

ethnicity  eth | NISS | uh | tee 

Hebrew  HEE | broo  

prejudice  PREJ | uh | dis  

graffiti gruh | FEE | tee 

Circle the base words in the longer words below. The base is a word part that 
shows the core meaning. The first one is done for you. 

 Jewish hacker  supremacis t  

 e thnici ty  Chris t iani ty   shoot ings 

Decoding practice:
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Name: Name: Name: 



Day Two                  // one minute 

Hateful Hacking 
Part 2: Last read             WPM ___________

Part 3: Comprehension and discu"ion

Printers on a dozen college campuses all printed the same flyer. The flyer was addressed to 
“White Man.” It included hate messages against Jewish people. But this flyer was not printed
by a college student. A computer hacker called “Weev” took credit for the flyer. He says he 48
sent it to all the printers he could get to. 58

Weev’s real name is Andrew Auernheimer. He has been convicted of hacking before. 71
Aurenheimer is a White supremacist. He believes that White people are better than other 85
people. Like many white supremacists, he also hates Jewish people. 95

To be Jewish means two different things. It means to be of Jewish ethnicity. Important 110
traditions and culture are passed down through Jewish families. It also means to be part of 126
the Jewish religion. Jewish people believe in one god and follow the Hebrew Bible, which 141
Christians call the Old Testament. 146

Jewish people lived in the Middle East thousands of years ago. Then, Jewish people mostly 161
lived in Europe for hundreds of years. They were a minority in countries where Christianity 176
was the main religion. Jewish people faced prejudice and violence for hundreds of years. 190

Now, Jewish people live all over the world. Jewish Americans make up about 2 percent of the 207
U.S. population. And prejudice against Jewish people is still a problem. Nearly 2,000 anti- 221
Jewish acts are reported each year in the U.S. These include physical attacks, graffiti, hate- 236
filled flyers, bomb threats, and shootings. 242

This passage does not tell readers exactly what Auernheimer’s hate flyer said. 
Do you think it would be helpful to know exactly what was on Auernheimer’s 
flyer? Or is it better not to repeat hateful messages? 

I think it would be helpful to know. 

I think it’s better not to repeat hateful messages. 

Share ideas with your partner.  

We agree about this. We disagree about this. 
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